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ABSTRACT
Wave field synthesis is an audio reproduction procedure aiming to produce a sound field completely correct at least
within the so called listening area. In theory, the exact synthesis is possible under certain circumstances based on
the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz integral equation. For practical realizations, usually closed loudspeaker boxes are employed.
However, using closed loudspeaker boxes leads to a deviation of the synthesized from the intended wave field and requires
approximations in the derivation of the loudspeaker driving signals, since preliminaries of the Kirchhoff-Helmholtz
integral equation are not fulfilled anymore. If wave field synthesis is employed in a typical listening environment, room
influences further disturb the resulting sound field. Whether auditory perceptions generated by such a system equal
those occurring in the reference scene is unclear. Within this contribution, loudness adjustments of narrow band noises
presented by wave field synthesis to the free field case are shown. The results of these experiments under different room
acoustical conditions are discussed and compared to a baseline, where a single loudspeaker in the same reproduction
room was adjusted to the free field situation. Further, the acquired data are compared to the prognoses of a typical
loudness model according to DIN 45 631/A1.

INTRODUCTION
Wave field synthesis (WFS, Berkhout et al. 1993) is an audio
playback technology aiming to reproduce the sound field physically present in the listening situation to be simulated (the
primary sound field) within the so called listening volume V
(cf. Berkhout 1988, Vogel 1993, Boone et al. 1995). To achieve
this goal, the two dimensional boundary area ∂V surrounding
V theoretically has to be completely covered with a continuous monopole and dipole source distribution (secondary source
distribution, cf. Start 1997).
For realizations, closed dynamic loudspeaker boxes are typically used instead of the monopole point sources (cf. Theile
and Wittek 2004). This causes errors in the resulting wave field,
since loudspeaker boxes deviate from monopole characteristics, especially at high frequencies (Zollner and Zwicker 1993).
This can to a certain extent be accounted for by modifying the
loudspeaker signals (for example de Vries 1996, Ahrens and
Spors 2009b). The dipole sources are usually neglected, which
has to be accounted for in the derivation of the loudspeaker
input signals (cf. Verheijen 1997, Hulsebos 2004). In typical
use cases, this accounting can be done only approximately (cf.
Spors 2007, Melchior et al. 2008), causing further artifacts
in the wave field produced. Using loudspeaker boxes with a
physical extent of at least some centimeters means a spatial
sampling of the continuous secondary source distribution with
an alias frequency within the audible frequency range (cf. Wittek and Augustin 2005, Wittek et al. 2007, Wittek 2007, Corteel
et al. 2008). In addition, due to the enormous hardware effort
required, the listening volume is usually reduced to a listening area with a one dimensional boundary ∂V (cf. Spors et al.
2008). As a consequence, the number of loudspeakers required
decreases remarkably, but additional errors are introduced in
the synthesized wave field (cf. e. g. Ahrens and Spors 2008).
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The fundamental concern of Psychoacoustics is to establish
relationships between physical stimulus properties and corresponding hearing sensations (see for example Stevens and Davis
1938, Feldtkeller and Zwicker 1956). Traditionally, a frontally
incident plane wave, propagating in a free sound field is regarded as the most simple stimulus for psychoacoustic studies
(Zwicker and Feldtkeller 1967), since it can easily be described
by closed mathematical equations. For studies concerning directional hearing, more complex scenarios, consisting of one
or more point sources are typically used (cf. Blauert 1997),
and the stimulus (the spatio-temporal acoustical wave field)
becomes more complicated. In every case, the physical properties of the considered stimuli (in directional hearing especially
the source positions and extensions) are mathematically clearly
describable, which allows for definition of psychoacoustical
relationships.
When dealing with wave field synthesis, the situation becomes
more complicated. For wave field synthesis rendering, physically existing secondary sound sources are used to create a
sound field that would originally be created by one or more
virtual (physically not existing) primary sources. Conducting
a psychoacoustical experiment in wave field synthesis usually
is done by varying a physical property of the physically not
present primary source by adjusting the sound field rendering
algorithm and inspecting related changes in hearing sensations.
In other words, the virtual primary source’s properties are regarded as the stimulus magnitudes. This procedure is insofar in
line with traditional psychoacoustical experiments, as relations
between changes in physical stimuli and corresponding changes
in auditory sensations are assessed. However, a major difference to traditional experiments is that the stimulus changes are
caused indirectly by changing the rendering equations. This results in a considerable restriction of generality, since the specific
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wave field synthesis setup’s characteristics (signal processing
and hardware influences) are inevitably included in the results.
For that reason, in addition to the traditional description of the
experimental setup, detailed knowledge about the synthesis algorithm (including its implementation) and about the complete
electro-acoustical signal processing chain has to be associated
with results of psychoacoustical experiments concerning wave
field synthesis, to allow for meaningful discussion of the results.
One could argue that psychoacoustical studies concerning wave
field synthesis are redundant, since the aim of the WFS procedure is to synthesize the sound field created by one or more
primary sources, so the psychoacoustical data known for real
sources can be employed to describe a virtual scenario. This
argumentation is not accurate, since in wave field synthesis
both, the reduction to a two dimensional listening area as well
as the employment of physically extended loudspeaker boxes,
whose radiation patterns deviate especially at high frequencies
from monopole characteristics, neglecting the dipole sources
required, introduce errors in the synthesized sound field. When
reproducing in a reflective environment, listening room influences further disturb the resulting wave field (cf. Betlehem and
Abhayapala 2005). Therefore, it is not to be expected that the auditory perceptions evoked by the secondary equal those evoked
by the primary field and it is inadmissible to consult psychoacoustical relationships determined for real (physically present)
sound sources for wave field synthesis without verifying their
validity for the considered case (e. g. Völk 2010).
It should be mentioned here that it is possible to partially compensate for undesired room influences on wave field synthesis
(cf. e. g. Spors et al. 2003a,b, Corteel and Nicol 2003, Spors et al.
2004, Spors 2005, Corteel 2006, Spors et al. 2007, Gauthier
and Berry 2006, 2007, 2008a,b). The paper on hand focuses
on wave field synthesis without reproduction room compensation, since the perceptual consequences of room influences are
currently widely unclear (cf. e. g. Spors 2005).

FUNDAMENTALS AND INITIAL SITUATION
At first, the most relevant facts on loudness perception and wave
field synthesis, as well as the ideas of loudness modeling and
free field equalization are summed up here. Based on these data,
the aim of the study on hand is formulated. Within this paper,
the terms critical band rate (Feldtkeller 1955, Zwicker 1961)
and frequency are used interchangeably, thinking in both cases
of an auditory adequately spaced frequency scale.
Loudness
Loudness is the psychoacoustical magnitude that describes how
loud a stimulus is perceived (cf. Zwicker 1959). “The sensation that corresponds most closely to the sound intensity of the
stimulus is loudness” (cf. Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 205). For
that reason, loudness, if assessed with narrow band stimuli at
different critical band rates, is assumed to be suited to reveal
unexpected frequency dependencies of a reproduction system’s
absolute transfer function, for example of a WFS setup. Since
loudness depends not only on the intensity of a test sound, but
also on its frequency content, bandwidth, or duration, the choice
of an appropriate stimulus for the assessment of reproduction
system influences by loudness experiments is of essential importance for the results’ applicability (cf. section Methods and
stimuli). In addition, a baseline scenario has to be defined for
the system under consideration to be compared against.
Free field equalization
The loudness perception produced by a plane monochromatic
wave under anechoic conditions can also be elicited by free
field equalized headphones (cf. Zwicker and Maiwald 1963,
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Villchur 1969). For measurement of the free field equalization
(FFE), subjects have to adjust the voltage at the input terminals
of the headphones used, so that the headphone presentation elicits the same loudness as presentation in the free field (cf. DIN
45 619). The procedure will be summed up in the following:
In turn a sound from the headphones and the same sound in
the free field are presented. In between the two, the subject’s
task is to remove the headphones and to compare the loudness
of the presentations. Afterwards, the subject indicates whether
the headphones produced more or less loudness than the free
field and puts on the headphones again. The voltage at the headphones is adjusted with respect to the subject’s judgment and
the procedure is repeated until a certain limit is reached. Usually,
narrow band signals such as tones (cf. e. g. Fastl and Fleischer
1978) or narrow band noises (DIN 45 619) are employed as test
sounds. If during the free field equalization process a calibration
is determined also, following situation is achieved: narrow band
signals presented at a certain so called free field equivalent level
elicit the same loudness perception as if they were presented as
plane propagating waves at the mentioned level in the free field.
Primary sources in wave field synthesis
Typical primary sources to be simulated by means of wave
field synthesis are spherical and plane waves under anechoic
conditions. When WFS is set up in a typical reflective listening environment, the resulting sound field deviates from the
intended due to approximations in the derivation of the WFS
equations as well as undesired room influences. For that reason,
it is unclear whether the auditory perceptions elicited by WFS
equal those produced by FFE.
Modeling loudness perception
Loudness models are intended to predict by computation the
loudness to be expected for a certain stimulus and distinct listening conditions based on the stimulus’ physical properties (cf.
e. g. Chalupper and Fastl 2002). There exist different standards
for calculating the loudness for stationary (e. g. DIN 45 631,
ANSI S 3.4) or time-varying sounds (e. g. DIN 45 631/A1),
reflecting the perceived loudness for different sounds with differing accuracy (Fastl et al. 2009, Rennies et al. 2010).
Aim of the present work
The aim of the experiments presented in this contribution is to
compare the loudness perceptions elicited by wave field synthesis and free field equalized headphones. For that purpose,
subjects adjusted the level of critical band wide narrow band
noises presented using WFS in a reflective laboratory environment by an adaptive forced choice procedure, so that the
noises elicited the same loudness as if they were presented by
FFE at 65 dB SPL. This procedure was repeated for a different orientation of the WFS loudspeaker array and the listener
towards the room, to assess room influences. Further, for comparison to traditional monophonic reproduction, the procedure
was repeated for single loudspeaker reproduction in the same
laboratory. From these experiments, the following achievements
are to be expected:
1. for wave field synthesis and loudspeaker reproduction
the frequency dependent level necessary at the listening point to produce the same loudness as critical band
wide narrow band noise presented as plane wave with
65 dB SPL
2. the frequency dependent level difference at equal loudness between loudspeaker and WFS reproduction in the
reproduction room under consideration
3. the frequency dependent level difference at equal loudness between two orientations of the WFS system in the
reproduction room under consideration
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With additional consideration of predictions by a loudness
model, the following additional subjects can be discussed:
4. verification of the predicted loudness (according to DIN
45 631) of narrow band noises for loudspeaker reproduction in the room considered by comparison to the
predictions for the equally loud free field situation
5. verification of the predicted loudness for wave field synthesis reproduction by comparison to the predictions for
the equally loud free field situation
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These results are expected to help in understanding loudness perception in wave field synthesis reproduction and to verify model
predictions for this situation and for loudspeaker reproduction
in a reverberant environment. Further, artifacts resulting from
the approximations in the WFS derivation and having influence
on the loudness of narrow band noises can be identified.

Figure 2: Geometrical configurations. The listening room is
indicated as rectangle, subject positions and viewing directions
as triangles. In addition, the loudspeaker, the WFS arrays and
the normal vectors of the primary plane waves are shown.

SETUP AND PROCEDURE

Free field equalized diotic presentation

Before the experimental procedure and the selection of the stimuli used is discussed, the hardware employed and the listening
room environment is introduced in this section. In addition,
details on the playback methods are given.

For diotic playback, Beyer DT 48 A headphones with a free
field equalizer according to Zwicker and Maiwald (1963) are
used (cf. also Fastl and Fleischer 1978, Fastl and Zwicker 2007).
This setup allows for calibrated playback, since the voltage at
the equalizer’s input terminal that is necessary for a 1 kHz
tone to elicit the same loudness as a frontally incident plane
propagating wave at 80 dB SPL in the free sound field is known.

Reproduction room and geometrical setup

reverberation time / ms

All experiments presented within this paper were conducted
in a laboratory room (6.8 m × 3.9 m × 3.3 m) at Lehrstuhl für
Mensch-Maschine-Kommunikation of Technische Universität
München. Figure 1 shows its reverberation time averaged over
measurements from each involved array loudspeaker at its position during the experiment to two microphones at the listening
point (midpoint of the loudspeaker array) and 10 cm aside.
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Figure 1: Reverberation time of the laboratory room where
all listening experiments presented here took place. Early decay time (stars), T20 (downward pointing triangles), and T30
(upward pointing triangles).

The experiments are carried out in complete darkness. The
laboratory is darkened after the subjects are instructed and
positioned on a chair in such a way that the midpoint of their
head was positioned at the reference point. The position is
adjusted using a head tracking system, ensuring an accuracy in
the plane defined by the loudspeaker array of ±3 cm as well as
an accuracy in height of ±1 cm.
Figure 2 illustrates the geometrical arrangement of the the hardware and the subject within the reproduction room for the different loudspeaker and WFS playback conditions. The subject’s
position and viewing direction is indicated by the position and
point of a triangle. In addition, the loudspeaker and the circular
wave field synthesis array is shown receptively, as well as the
virtual plane waves’ normal vectors.
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Wave field synthesis rendering
For the wave field synthesis rendering, a circular loudspeaker array centered at the laboratory room’s midpoint is used. The array
consists of 96 broadband loudspeaker boxes (Bose Freespace
3 Satellit, loudspeaker spacing ∆x = 8.5 cm, array radius r =
129.9 cm). Each loudspeaker’s free-field response is equalized
using an individually designed FIR-filter with the aim of a frequency independent absolute transfer function on the symmetry
axis. The equalized loudspeakers are calibrated so that every
single loudspeaker produces a level deviating less than ±0.1 dB
from all others when reproducing broad band pink noise.
Wave field synthesis is capable of generating a sound field at a
distinct listening position (reference point xref ) within a limited
frequency range. P̂(ω) denotes the Fourier-spectrum of the
sound pressure time signal radiated from the primary source,
x0 the position of the considered secondary source, ∆x0 the
distance to the next secondary source, and n(x0 ) the normal
vector on ∂V pointing from x0 into V (nomenclature adjusted
from Spors et al. 2008). Using these conventions, it is possible
to describe the loudspeaker signals’ Fourier-spectra (the so
called driving functions) for the synthesis of plane wave fronts
(index pw, synthesis adapted from Spors et al. 2008) as follows:
p p
D2.5D,pw (x0 , ω) = apw (x0 ) jk 2π|xref − x0 |·
(1)
T
· nTpw n(x0 )P̂(ω)e− jknpw x0 ∆x0
Here, npw represents the normal vector of the wave front to
be synthesized in propagation direction (cf. figure 2), and the
following equation applies:
(
1 for nTpw n(x0 ) > 0,
apw (x0 ) =
(2)
0 otherwise
In addition, 20% of the currently active loudspeakers are truncated to both sides using a cosine-shaped window.
Method and stimuli
The method used within this study is adapted from the procedure
described in section Free field equalization for measurement of
the free field equalization (cf. also DIN 45 619, Teil 1). Within
the experiments described here, the subjects listen in turn to

3

loudspeaker presentation / wave field synthesis and to free field
equalized headphones. In contrast to measurements of the free
field equalization, the voltage at the headphone input terminals
is kept constant so that a free field equivalent level of 65 dB SPL
is presented. The level of the loudspeaker / the wave field synthesis system is adjusted according to the subject’s judgments.
For selection of the adjustment’s step size, the PEST-algorithm
(Parameter Estimation by Sequential Testing, cf. Gelfand 1990)
is employed with 1 dB minimal step size.
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As sound stimuli, critical band wide uniform exciting noises
(UEN, ac. to Fastl and Zwicker 2007) centered at critical band
rates distributed in steps of 1 Bark between 3.5 and 24.5 Bark
are used. The stimulus duration is selected to 1.5 s, with 20 ms
Gaussian gating. These stimuli are selected since they represent an equally spaced distribution on an auditory adequate
frequency scale. In other words, every stimulus excites the hearing system with the same perceptual weight. The influences of
transmission errors in a reproduction system under consideration are therefore assumed to be weighted in a perceptually
comparable manner.

Figure 3: Level of critical band wide narrow band noise (medians as squares with inter-quartile ranges) reproduced by a
loudspeaker under reflective listening room conditions, adjusted
in loudness to presentation with free field equalized headphones
at 65 dB free field equivalent level. The solid line represents the
attenuation aD necessary to produce the same equal loudness
curves in a diffuse and free field (ac. to Fastl and Zwicker 2007),
shifted upwards by 65 dB.

After the first signal is played back over the headphones, the
subjects have to take off the headphones within a pause of 1.5 s,
then the second signal is presented with the loudspeaker system. Within a second pause of 3 s, the subjects indicate their
judgment by pressing a foot switch if the loudness elicited by
the second stimulus is higher than that elicited by the first, and
doing nothing in the other case. Afterwards, the subjects put
the headphones back on and the procedure is repeated until
the PEST-algorithm indicates no further remarkable change in
the adjusted result (in detail: the last four judgments have to be
within 4 dB and the step size 1 dB or less). The control processes
for the narrow band noises of different center frequencies is carried out in an interleaved manner to prevent recognition effects.
The individual result for every control process is computed as
median over the last four reversal points.

means adjustment of test sounds (tones or narrow band noises)
of different frequencies to another sound (usually a reference
stimulus at 1 kHz, that is 8.5 Bark, of the same kind as the test
sound, cf. DIN ISO 226). If this adjustment is carried out in
a reflective environment, the results differ (independently of
the absolute level) by aD from those acquired under anechoic
conditions (cf. Zwicker 1959). In other words: the frequency
dependence of loudness differs in free and diffuse sound fields.
For example tones between 2 and 4 kHz (13 and 17.5 Bark) have
to be presented with a higher level in a diffuse than in a free
field, to produce the same loudness as the reference stimulus.

RESULTS
Within this section, the results of the loudness adjustments are
presented. The results are defined as the levels at the listening
position in absence of the listener, in the condition adjusted
by the respective subject. The following figures show the interindividual medians and inter-quartile ranges of the individual
results from eight normal hearing subjects in age from 22 to
29 years (mean 25.5 years). These same eight subjects participated in all experiments presented.
Loudspeaker reproduction
For the baseline experiment, the loudspeaker (Klein & Hummel
O98) was positioned at a distance of 2.45 m from the listening
position (cf. figure 2). The mean trial duration is about 33.3 minutes (divided in two sessions separated by at least 15 minutes).
In figure 3, the results are given. The median over the medians for all critical band rates resulted to 64.3 dB SPL, none of
the individual results show effects that could not be discussed
alongside the inter-individual results.
Figure 3 shows in addition to the results from the listening
experiment a solid curve. This curve indicates the attenuation
aD , necessary to produce the same equal loudness curves (cf.
Fastl et al. 1990) for narrow band noises in a diffuse and in a
free sound field (according to Fastl and Zwicker 2007, p. 205),
shifted towards higher levels by 65 dB. The line therefore represents the level to be expected for narrow band noises adjusted
in the diffuse field to the loudness of free field equalized headphones at 65 dB free field equivalent level. This expectation is
motivated as follows: Measurement of equal loudness curves
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The experiments discussed within this paper were carried out in
a damped but still reflective listening environment (cf. figure 1).
The sound field occurring in that situation is more likely described as diffuse than free, whereas the free field equalization
used as baseline is intended to simulate free field conditions.
Therefore, a difference similar to aD is expected to occur between the level produced by the loudspeaker and the free field
equivalent level at the headphones (in this case 65 dB constant
for all experiments) in the loudness equality case. Since no
loudspeaker equalization was employed and the sound field can
not be regarded as perfectly diffuse, similarity but not equality
is to be expected.
The good agreement of the results and the shifted attenuation aD
supports the validity of the procedure used (highly significant
correlation, r=0.54, 0.4 dB mean deviation of the medians from
aD , and aD lies within the inter-quartile ranges for 81.8% of all
stimuli).
Wave field synthesis situation 1
Figure 4 shows the results for reproduction with wave field
synthesis in situation 1 (mean duration 34.3 minutes in two
sessions). In addition, the attenuation aD , according to Fastl and
Zwicker (2007, p. 205) shifted upwards by 65 dB is depicted.
The results for wave field synthesis show the unexpected tendency that lower reproduction levels than in the loudspeaker
case lead to the same target loudness. This is especially reflected
in a by 2.5 dB decreased median over all frequencies (about
61.8 dB SPL), compared to the loudspeaker reproduction. Further, compared to aD , more irregular frequency characteristics
are visible (highly significant correlation, r=0.56, but -1.7 dB
mean deviation of the medians and aD in 72.7% within the
inter-quartile ranges).
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situations significantly from the results for loudspeaker reproduction. The well known dependence of loudness on frequency
is also reflected in the post hoc comparison.
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The highly significant interaction between the factors indicates
that, in addition to the difference of loudness perception in wave
field synthesis from loudness with common loudspeaker reproduction, also the frequency dependence of loudness changes
with the different playback conditions discussed in this paper.
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Figure 4: Level of critical band wide narrow band noise (medians as circles with inter-quartile ranges) reproduced by wave
field synthesis (situation 1) under reflective listening room conditions, adjusted in loudness to presentation with free field
equalized headphones at 65 dB free field equivalent level. The
solid line represents the attenuation aD necessary to produce
the same equal loudness curves in a diffuse and free field (ac.
to Fastl and Zwicker 2007), shifted upwards by 65 dB.

Wave field synthesis situation 2

Figures 6 and 7 show the differences between the medians of
the levels adjusted for loudspeaker and wave field synthesis
reproduction in the different situations considered within this
paper.

level difference / dB

level / dB SPL
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Figure 6: Difference between the medians of the levels adjusted
for loudspeaker and wave field synthesis reproduction (situation
1) to 65 dB SPL free field equivalent level.
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Figure 5: Level of critical band wide narrow band noise (medians as diamonds with inter-quartile ranges) reproduced by
wave field synthesis (situation 2) under reflective listening room
conditions, adjusted in loudness to presentation with free field
equalized headphones. The solid line represents the attenuation
aD necessary to produce the same equal loudness curves in a
diffuse and free field, shifted upwards by 65 dB.

The median of the inter-individual medians over all frequencies
is computed to 61.4 dB SPL. Comparison to aD reveals highly
significant correlation (r=0.58) with -2.3 dB mean deviation of
the medians. In 59.1% of all stimuli, the sifted aD lies within
the results’ inter-quartile ranges.
Comparison and discussion
Since the subjects’ task remained unchanged for all experiments, it is possible to compare the data for wave field synthesis
(figures 4 and 5) directly to those acquired with loudspeaker
reproduction (shown in figure 3). All graphics represent the
level that, for the considered reproduction method, elicits the
same loudness as the free field equalized headphones.
Two factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) indicates highly
significant main effects of the factors presentation method
[F(2, 14) = 10.2, p = 0.002] and critical band rate [F(21, 147) =
11.66, p < 0.001]. Further, highly significant interaction between the factors occurs [F(42, 294) = 1.96, p < 0.001]. Post
hoc comparison according to Scheffé reveals that the results
acquired with wave field synthesis presentation differ for both
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Figure 5 shows the results for reproduction with wave field synthesis (situation 2, mean duration 31.1 minutes in two sessions)
and the attenuation aD , shifted upwards by 65 dB.
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Figure 7: Difference between the medians of the levels adjusted
for loudspeaker and wave field synthesis reproduction (situation
2) to 65 dB SPL free field equivalent level.

Having a closer look at the differences occurring, a general
tendency for wave field synthesis is visible to elicit the target
loudness at lower levels than loudspeaker reproduction or free
field equalized headphone listening. This confirms well the authors’ impression when listening to wave field synthesis, which
basically motivated the work currently presented. A possible
reason for this at first unexpected effect may be room influences.
Wave field synthesis under anechoic conditions is intended to
generate the desired sound field at least at the listening position. This goal can be reached in the frequency range below
the spatial aliasing frequency (see next paragraph). Therefore,
the same loudness perception as elicited by the wave field to
be synthesized is to be expected. Under reflective conditions as
considered here, additional contributions to the wave field in
the listening area arise, since each secondary source radiates
sound intensity not only into the listening area, but also in other
directions. Since this undesired intensity is reflected at the listening room boundaries, it propagates back into the listening
area from directions different from the primary plane wave’s
propagation direction. This might result in an increase of the
perceived loudness.
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Loudness computations according to DIN 45 631 require the
user to select the sound field the recordings were taken in
from the two options diffuse or free field. While the loudness
computations for the sounds presented by free field equalized
headphones without doubt requires the free field mode, the appropriate mode for assessing loudspeaker presentation in the
reproduction room under consideration is not completely clear
in advance. On the one hand, experience indicates that the free
field mode is the appropriate choice for many practical situations (cf. e. g. Fastl et al. 2006). On the other hand, one might
argue the listening room where the experiments took place does
not exhibit free field characteristics (cf. fig. 1). For that reason,
both methods’ results are discussed here. In figure 9, the ratio of
the instrumental loudness predictions for loudspeaker and headphone reproduction, normalized to Nhp , is shown in percent.
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Figure 8: Difference between the medians of the levels adjusted
for wave field synthesis reproduction in situations 1 and 2 to
65 dB SPL free field equivalent level.

These differences can be assumed to reflect different listening
room influences on the adjusted levels, since the only component that is different in the two WFS situations is the orientation
of the WFS setup (including the listener) with respect to the
listening room. A detailed comparison of the results’ fine structure for the two wave field synthesis situations as given in
figure 8 manifests a tendency of the reproduction room influencing loudness judgments at distinct critical band rates. This
tendency visible in the fine structure could not be confirmed to
be significant by ANOVA.

COMPARISON TO MODEL PREDICTIONS
The aim of the experiments presented in the preceding chapter
is to assess loudness perception for different playback conditions. The results given in figures 3, 4, and 5 are sound pressure
levels at different critical band rates. The median of the levels
at each critical band rate elicits for a typical subject the same
loudness in all playback situations considered and in a free
sound field, since the subjects’ task was to adjust the loudness
to that caused by free field equalized headphones. Therefore,
common loudness models, for example a so called Zwickertype model, should be capable of reproducing the experimental
results. In other words, the loudness predicted for the narrow
band noises at the levels resulting from the listening experiments (Nls or Nwfs ) are expected for the wave field synthesis
and the loudspeaker reproduction cases to be equal to the loudness predictions Nhp for narrow band noises at 65 dB SPL in the
free sound field. Since the sensation-stimulus relation of loudness is usually measured by relative comparison to the loudness
of a reference stimulus, a meaningful way to indicate deviations in loudness is the relative difference in percent. Within
this chapter, the relative differences of the resulting loudness
predictions are presented and discussed.
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Loudspeaker reproduction

(Nls /Nhp − 1) · 100/ %

level difference / dB

Wave field synthesis reproduction causes so called spatial aliasing artifacts (due to the spatial discretization of the loudspeaker
array, cf. e. g. Spors and Rabenstein 2006, Wittek et al. 2007,
Spors 2006, 2008, Spors and Ahrens 2009a,b, Ahrens and Spors
2009a,c). For the system and setup used for the experiments
described here, these artifacts are measurable in the frequency
range above about 3.5 kHz (around 17 Bark). Comparison of
the results for WFS and loudspeaker reproduction (figures 6 and
7) reveals a slight tendency for the wave field synthesis to reach
the target loudness at somewhat lower levels for frequencies
higher than about 17 Bark. In other words: aliasing artifacts
seem to have no pronounced influence on the loudness of narrow band noise, but show a tendency to further increase the
perceived loudness. Figure 8 shows the differences between the
levels resulting for the experiments with wave field synthesis in
the two situations considered.
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Figure 9: Relative differences between the loudness predictions
(ac. to DIN 45 631) for loudspeaker (reflective conditions) and
free field equalized headphone playback of critical band wide
narrow band noises. 65 dB SPL free field equivalent headphone
level, loudspeaker level adjusted to elicit the same loudness.
Bars with terminating squares indicate the free field model for
the loudspeaker case, stars the diffuse field model.

Stars indicate computation of Nls using the diffuse field mode
of DIN 45 631, bars with terminating squares the results acquired using the free field mode. The deviation’s median over
all critical bands for the diffuse field mode is computed to about
12%, the median of the deviation’s absolute magnitude to about
18%. For the free field mode, considerably lower values of 2% and 10% occur. This indicates that the free field mode of
DIN 45 631 is better suited to predict the actual listening experiment’s results than the diffuse field mode. For that reason,
all the following discussions are based on the free field mode
of DIN 45 631. This computation is for the stationary sounds
considered identical to the free field mode of DIN 45 631/A1.
The median deviation of about 2% indicates that on average the
instrumental prediction fits the listening experiment’s results
quite well. Nevertheless, a tendency is visible for the loudness
elicited by the loudspeaker to be overestimated at critical band
rates below about 14 Bark (about 2.3 kHz) and underestimated
for higher frequencies. This might be due to room influences.
Wave field synthesis situation 1
Figure 10 shows for wave field synthesis situation 1 the ratio
of the instrumental loudness predictions, normalized to Nhp ,
in percent (Nwfs computed using the free field mode of DIN
45 631). The median over the deviations for all critical band
rates results to about -10%, the median of the deviations’ absolute magnitude to 12%.
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Discussion
A comparison of the experimental results to the model predictions indicates different model behavior for common loudspeaker and WFS reproduction. While the loudness of critical
band wide narrow band noise of different center frequencies
presented over a loudspeaker in a reflective listening environment is predicted rather well (about -2% deviation on average),
the loudness of the same stimuli presented using WFS is systematically underestimated (median deviation about -10%).
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